
Empowering
Health & Wellness Coaches

to make a successful
living out of their passion



“Our goal
is to enable creators
to monetize
their skills & knowledge… 

… and build
deeper relationships
with their communities’’



Creators CAN NOT rely solely
on social media platforms  for monetization

Limited avenues to engage with your
loyal followers

Fewer monetization tools

Friction in payments

High reliance on manual tasks

Limited avenues for retargeting lost leads



Become independent by taking control
of your content and communities

Unlock New Revenue
Streams with novel
monetization tools

Reduce Dependency
on Social Media Platforms

Build, Manage, Monetize
and Grow your communities

Effectively Manage
& Track leads

Boost your Productivity
using technology & automation



Offer 1-on-1 
personal 
consultation to 
your followers

Host live paid 
workshops & 
webinars 

Do live group 
consultations on 
Zoom/ GoogleMeet

Create Pay-to-view 
content such as diet 
charts, guides, etc

Run paid 
communities on 
WhatsApp/ 
Telegram/ Discord

Build an Independent & Reliable source of income
by monetizing your community



Join the Tribe

150+ creators
running paid
communities

200+ creators
earning on Rigi

20k+ paying users
on platform

40+ creators
earning >1L/month

1 transaction
per 20 seconds

3x growth
in 3 months

in avg. creator
earnings 



Creators love us

I am a doctor by profession and was looking for 

options to train fitness coaches through 

conducting online webinars.

Rigi was an all-in-one solution for me with their 

paid Zoom webinars feature. Their paid 

webinars provided the security I needed and 

made sure that only authenticated participants 

enter it. Rigi also made the Zoom recordings 

easily available for future use.Payment

collection was also a big relief with multiple, 

secure payment options for attendees to pay 

and join my webinars.

Dr. Prashant

I’ve been a Yoga instructor for 3 years and my

earnings came strictly from offline

consultations and workshops. Rigi enabled

me to take my workshops online through

their paid Zoom workshops feature. I also love

their enthusiastic support team that readily

resolved any issues or difficulties I had, which

is one of the main reasons I stuck with

the platform.

Pooja, Yoga Coach

Before  joining  Rigi as a creator, I used to conduct 

only offline Yoga workshops or freely share tips 

on Instagram Lives for my community. I didn’t 

explore the possibility of paid workshops at the 

time, considering the difficulty of manually 

managing it. Rigi seamlessly resolved this issue 

with their paid Zoom webinar feature where I 

could conduct my workshops in a pay-to-join 

model. The process of attendee management and 

payment collection is completely automated and 

allows me to simply focus on teaching students!

Himalayan Yogi, Yoga Coach



Content creation is hard enough, let us solve monetization for you

Reach out to us at

To book a live demo: 
Download the App:


